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In a study [6] of the equivalence of forms, Jordan derived the finiteness 
of the orthogonal group of a form defined over the complex number field 
whose degree is at least three and whose discriminant is not zero. Herein we 
demonstrate the validity of Jordan’s result for any field, with the usual 
restriction that the characteristic of the field, if not zero, dominate the degree 
of the form. Jordan’s proof rests on an ingenious inequality argument 
applied to the coefficients of the form. Our argument begins with a proposition 
of Bott and Tate [3] which focuses attention on unipotent isometries. The 
proof provided here (due to Harrison [Sj) is regardless of the characteristic 
of the underlying field, as is the subsequent elimination of unipotent 
isometries. The argument is completed by showing the group under con- 
sideration to be periodic of bounded period with exponent relatively prime 
to the characteristic of the field, if it is nonzero. Finiteness then follows from 
a theorem of Burnside. 
Rather than a theorem of forms we adopt throughout the equivalent 
setting of symmetric multilinear maps on a vector space in the hope of 
achieving greater clarity of exposition and with the risk of obscuring the 
elementary nature of the argument. Let 0 denote a symmetric multilinear 
map of degree Y 2 3 on a vector space V of dimension n over a field F whose 
characteristic p, if nonzero, is greater than r. Let 0 = o(8) denote the 
orthogonal group of 0 in GL(n,F). Employing the standard extension of the 
scalar field to its algebraic closure, we may assume that F is algebraically 
closed. Recall that B is singular if and only if for some 0 # z E V, 
0(X,..., z, v) = 0 for all 0 E V. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Bott and Tate). If 0 is nonsingular, then for every 
u E O(8), u” is unipotent for some m at most ((r - 1)” - I)“. 
Proof (Harrison). It suffices to show that each eigenvalue of c is a root 
of unity of order at most (Y - 1)” - 1. Let X be an eigenvalue of o and v 
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a corresponding eigenvector. Since D is invertible, .A =# efine kz E V* by 
h(w) = qv,..., v, w). By hypothesis h # 0 and 
A%(o(w)) = B(Av,..., hv, u(w)> = qv,..., v, zu) = h(w). 
Hence, A? is an eigenvalue of CT*. But u and CT* havle the same eigenvalues, 
which comprise a set in number at most n. Letting y(X) = Pry we have 
q+(X) = yb(b(h) for some 0 < a < b < n. But now I(1 - T)” - (I - r)” / < 
n - 1 and we are done since Y > 2. 
oposition 2 we show that a unipotent isometry of a nonsingular 8 
must necessarily be the identity. Deferring its proof in order to complete 
the main argument on U(e), we now have the result that if B is nonsingular, 
o(0) is a periodic group of bounded period. If p = 0 we apply a theorem of 
Burnside [cf. 4, p. 2511 to force the finiteness of U(0). A 
The eigenvalues of u E 0(e) generate a finite subfield of 
particular, each eigenvalue of CT has multiplicative order 
Letting s denote the least common multiple of the or ers of the eigenvahtes 
of CT, we then have that us is unipotent and hence a6 1. In particular the 
order of 0 is relatively prime to p. Hence, Lo(o) has an exponent which is 
relatively prime to p. Since the theorem of Burnside so applies in this 
situation, finiteness of G’(6) again obtains, and we have a ieved the general- 
ization of Jordan’s result. 
THEOREM. Let 0 denote a symmetric multili~ear map of degree r 3 3 on CE 
vector space of dimension n oveY a $eld F. Assume that F has eha~acte~isti~ zero 
or greater than Y. If 9 is non.singulaP, then its oyt~o~o~a~ group in 
is finite. 
In conclusion we study the restrictive nature of a nontrivial unipotent 
isometry of 0 and show that necessarily there is a nontrivial subspace of V on. 
which B is singular whose dimension depends only on the isometry. The 
proof follows from an analysis of the induced transformation of the 
appropriate symmetric tensor power of V which results in a system of linear 
equations restricting the action of 8. The solution of the system was enable 
e computation of numerous special cases on a computer. Special thanks 
e M. McCammon for aid in the programming. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G # I be a unipotent isometry of 8. Assume that 
(u - l)b # 0 but (0 - l)b+l = 0. Then (CT - l)“(V) provides a subspace of 
si~gula~~t~es for I/. 
I%$. Choose a basis (e, ,..., e,> for V so that the matrix A = (aij) of G 
is in (lower triangular) Jordan normal form. Let & ,..., bt be the sizes of the 
blocks of A with b, = ... = b, > bdfl > ..’ 3 b, 1 Let c,, = 0 an 
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ci = ciwl + b, for 1 < i < t. Note that b + 1 = b, and (U - I)b(V) is 
generated by (e(cJ: 1 < i < d). It suffices to show 
+w,..., QLl), w) = 0 (*I 
for h, ,..., h,-r in {ci : 1 < i < d} and w E V. Note that since A is in normal, 
form, we have 
adj = 1 if i = j, 
ai, = 1 if i=j+l, unless i E { 1 + ck : 1 < R < t}, (1) 
aij = 0 otherwise. 
Let C denote an rth direct product of V and r the automorphism of C 
naturally induced by a. Letting eii E C have as its sole nonzero component ei 
at the jth component, we have {eji : 1 <j<r,l <i<n}asabasisforC. 
If {fi >.*dJ is a dual basis for V* with respect to {e, ,..., e,), then 
(& : 1 ,< j < Y, 1 < i < n> similarly defined is a dual basis for C*. Now 
T*(O) = 6, since (T is an isometry of 13, hence, 
0 = (T” - l)(0) = (7* - 1) f: i e(ej,)fji 
j=l. ill 
= $x &ej,)f( j, i - 11, 
where C’ runs over all i 6 { 1 + ch : 0 < h < t). Noting that B(e&),..., e(h,.)) = 
Q(l, 4)) + *** + @(r, b>> we have a restrictive condition on 8: 
0 = O(e(h,),..., e(h,)), if h, & (1 + ci : 0 < i < t} for 1 < a < r. (2) 
Let T denote an rth tensorial power of V and S an rth symmetric power. 
Let p denote the automorphism of S naturally induced by u. Let 9, and 6, 
denote the functionals of T and S, respectively, induced by 0. Since ~*(6) = 0 
we also have ~“(6~) = 0,. The fixed dual bases {e, ,..., eJ and (fr ,...,fJ 
for V and V* induce dual bases {e(iJ @ 1.. @ e(&): 1 < ir ,..., ;, < n} and 
{f(iJ @ *** @f(iJ: 1 < ;r )...) & < n} for T and T*. Letting P, denote the 
symmetric group on {l,..., r}, P, operates on T* by z-(z)~ @ a.* @ o,.) = 
V(Z-(1)) @ ... @ v(+I)). Recall that S* may be identified with {X E T*: n-x = x 
for a11 rr E P,.} and that x --+ (l/r!) 2 z-3 yields the projection y of T* on S*. 
Now the projection of the given basis for TX yields a basis for S*. Let 
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wl v .*. Y w, denote y(wr @ *.. @ wJ. Symmetry of 6 implies symmetry 
of 6, 9 so after the identification 6, = 0, = ~(0,). Now 
where the sum is taken over 1 < i , I ,..o, i, < n. Also ~~~e(~~~ @ .** @ e(&)) = 
@(Q,..., e(&)) and so f&. = ~(0,) = C e(e(i,),..., e(~~~~~~(~~~ v ... v S($)‘& 
Ut 
6, = 6s = p”(Os) = p*p,> 
= C @(iI),..., 4,)) ~*(f(id v ... v f&Xl 
e(e(i,),..., e(&))(u*f (iI) v .** v ff*f (iT)) 
= C @(i.&.., e(O)j~ 44 ,jJfLiJ v ... v 
IC 44 , .i,> -.- +i. ,A> @jW,..., d(i,))/ f(.&) v ~.I y SCL), 
I 
where the first sum runs over 1 < j, ,.-., j, < n and the second over 
1 <i , 1 ,..., $ < n. Reindexing and equating coefficients we have a system 
of linear equations restricting the action of 8: 
@&Q,..., 4.L)) = C 4 ,.h> .-a 4, ljr) Q+i ).-) e(Q), (3 
for any 1 <jr ,.*.,j, < n, where the sum runs over 1 < i, l,s.t i, < w. 
e are now in position to derive (*). Note that it suffices to consider 
w E (e, :.‘.) e,> by the multilinearity of 8. For 0 < i < d, ci = cj + i would 
imply j = i - 1, b, = bi = ci - ciUl = 1, and cr = 1, a contradiction. 
Hence, applying (2) we only need to consider w E (e(c$ f 1): 
Let w = e(c, + 1). Fixing h, ,..., h,-, in {cr ,*‘., c6) we apply (3) with 
(j, ,*‘*I j,) = (cq + 1, A, - 1, h, ,..‘, h,,). Applying (1) liberally we have 
0 = Wc, + 11, eV&., 4L)) 
Now if cq + 2 E (1 + c, : 0 < a < t), then a(c, +- 2, cq + 1) = 
we are done; thus, assume the alternative. Pf 6, > 2, then h, - 1, Jz, $ 
(1 + c, : 0 < a < t} so the second and third summands are zero by (2) 
and we are done. Thus, we may also assume that b, = 2. But then for each 
1 < i < n, either i = c, or i = c, + 1 for some 0 < a < t. In ~art~c~la~ 
cq + 2 E(C, : 1 < a < d). Now applying (3) successively with (jr ,.*-,j?) 
equal to (c, + 1, h, - 1, h, ,..., hr.-r), to (c, + I, h, ) h, - I, h, ,...) &.-J, 
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and to (c~ + 2, h, - 1, h, - 1, h, ,..., A,-,) and using (1) and (2) appropriately 
yields 
0 = O(e(c, + I), e(hJ,..., e@-J) + @$cg + 3, 44 - 11, @J,.-, 4%~dh 
0 = e(e(c, + I>, e@J9-.., 44-J) 
+ e(e(c, + 9, e(M, e(b - 0, e(hJ,-., e(L)), 
and 
0 = @(c, + 21, e&>, 4% - 11, e(J&.., 4L)) 
+ e(e(c, + 2),e(h, - 11, 4&J,..., e(L)). 
Combining the three identities yields 0 = 2e(e(c, + l), e(&),..., e(h,-,)), 
and we are done since p # 2. 
Remarks. The program used to attack special cases of Proposition 2 
facilitates the computation of the general form with a given unipotent 
isometry. The cases dimension S = (n + Y - l)!/r! (n - l)! < 300 are 
available. Some modifications of the program are available which will yield 
additional space. We also have in hand a proof of the theorem valid only for 
the case of characteristic zero or b * r < p which utilizes a unipotent isometry 
to force the form to satisfy a partial differential equation whose nature provides 
a singularity. The theorem of Jordan follows also from general results of 
Bore1 and Harish-Chandra [2] on arithmetic groups [cf. 1, p. 411. 
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